Native American Scholarships

Manoomin (wild rice) has been harvested from Minnesota’s lakes and rivers by traditional methods that go back many generations. It holds a unique and sacred place in Native American traditions.

The Earl and Kathy Hoagland Sacred Manoomin Scholarship Fund is committed to supporting the ongoing efforts of Native Americans in Minnesota to gain academic expertise in their effort to preserve manoomin in its natural state.

Why a scholarship?

To fund students interested in deepening their understanding of manoomin and furthering their ability to appreciate and protect its integrity.

Who may apply?

Native American students who wish to participate in conference, seminar, workshop, class or event that supports the effort to preserve the manoomin in Minnesota.

To learn more about this opportunity and how to apply, please visit the scholarship webpage: www.CatholicRuralLife.org/Impact/Native-American-Scholarships-Minnesota/ or contact Annie Huntington at Annie@CatholicRuralLife.org or by telephone at 651-962-5955.

Preserve Manoomin. Protect Your Legacy.